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Proposition: Stimulating urban renewal; through forging connection between architecture and 
public infrastructure towards an integral urbanism. 
Infrastructure +field conditions -framing a strategy for stations as stimulus of 
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Introduction 
I am inspired to write this dissertation as a designer seeking new strategic means to 
interact and act upon the city. I have been a commuter from a very young age [since 
primary school], this informed my first understanding of the urban environment, through 
the use of public transport. In this dissertation my aim is to investigate this understand-
ing of urban possibilities from a bottom up level. And in this process gain a strategic 
means for architecture to participate in activating stations. As a commuter and designer I 
am fascinated by the potential of stations. 
Through vacation work experience at Jonker & Barnes architects, I participated in the 
redevelopment proposals of 3 stations on the Cape Flats from November 2007 to 
February 2008. This opportunity granted me with a basis of enquiry. What became 
evident through my research is that a fragmented understanding and development 
approaches at stations lead to disjointed urban solutions. My proposition calls for an 
integrated approach to realize urban possibilities of form and growth. 
In this dissertation I discuss the significance of field conditions 11 to offer architecture 
a strategic dimension to evaluate process and enable public infrastructure with the 
potential to become catalytic towards an integral urbanism121 . Inscribed in this idea: 
is a recognition that conventional architectural and planning practices are 
deficient to anticipate new alternatives in isolation; 
is that these traditional approaches are unsuccessful in negotiating mass 
mobility, interrelationships and perceptions in the contemporary city. 
Objectives 
The first objective is to transcend beyond traditional perceptions of infrastructure 
and develop an understanding of what infrastructure could be, through reconfiguring 
how it functions holistically in the urban landscape.Secondly, the aim is to formulate 
a comprehension of field conditions, through siting its significance for architecture as 
a strategic process-driven medium, to decode [or notate] latent and progressive 
urban scenarios.The third objective is located in the proposition, which explicitly 
notates a shift from the conventional notion of urban renewal, as we have come to 
understand it locally towards an integral urbanism. This aim of th is is to investigate 
strategies in which the station can be the generator of urban form and growth. 
Methodology 
The process of this enquiry starts with a versatile set of parameters of what infra-
structure could be through the siting of Stan Allen's propositions. This will enable me 
to draw tentative differentiation to appropriately discern between notions of 
' landscape' Ill and 'urbanism'1•1. This distinction will provide a framework or means 
for a discourse into field conditions. From this foundation I intend to reconcile the 
concepts of landscape and urbanism through the sentiments of James Corner 'land-
scape urbanism'1s1 . I will then, through a case study review, unpack strategies, to 
take out of this dissertation as a means to reconcile disjunctions in my design 
process. From here I will discuss the process which I have followed up till now from 
propositional notion to the most recent conceptual advances. 
In conclusion, I will discuss the shift from urban renewal to integral urbanism. This 
exploration will involve briefly underpinning concepts by Roelof Uytenbogaardt and 
Dave Dewar; critique existing development practices and offer alternatives through 
the principles of integral urbanism. 
Propositions on Infrastructure 
Infrastructure instils speculative preconditions through 'stage setting'(7}, in anticipation to 
prospective future contingencies and buildings lfia.1J. The practical dimension here is 
topographyrsJ and underpins: 
surface provision, distribution and construction; 
service allocation, to enable future eventualities; and 
organization of mobility networks, communication and exchange. 
Infrastructure is versatile; it anticipatesr9J change and develops within a loose set of 
parametersrfla.2J. It creates a matrix of constants and variables which can be simultaneously 
specific and indefinite; to acclimatise to changing conditions. This marks a progression 
from the pre-programmed 'master-pian' to a choreography [drawing; representation and 
notationr1o1 ] which goes beyond the production of space to the 'performance of space'rnJ. 
Infrastructure requires the participation of multiple authors, to design eventualities 
through a 'bottom up'r121 process rather that a 'top down'tuJ imposition. It entails the 
significance of field work and delineates the scope of intervention, through a strategic 
process-driven dimensionlfic.3J. 
Infrastructure adjusts to local conditions whilst preserving general 'continuity'. Its 
absolute state is consistency and deviations in the terrain are negotiated through tactical, 
site specific responses to suit a particular conditionrfil.•l· 
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infrastructure requires the participation of multiple authors 
adjusts to local conditions whilst preserving general 'continuity' 
Infrastructure is static, but regulates the flow and exchange,,-..sJ. This dimension produces 
field conditions, a pragmatic medium through which access control and specific require-
ments over time can be reconciled. 
lnfrastructural organizations operate like artificial environmentstfli.6J, through directing the 
flow of 'energy and resources' to a site which governs 'density and distribution't14l across a 
terrain. This sets preconditions for gradual adjustments in response to: 
'resource availability'; and 
terrain occupation as a result of fluctuating environmental conditions. 
Infrastructure provides the means for 'detailed design' t1s1 of distinctive elements and com-
posite sequencestf11.7J. It facilitates an architectural discourse into urbanism, which empha-
sises the performative aspects of infrastructure and transcends conventional scales of 
planning and typologies. 
The propositions on infrastructure differentiate between landscape and urbanism. With 
that said, I draw assumption that 'landscape' is a metaphor for contemporary conditions, 
illustrated through Stan Allen+ James Corners' field conditions. latent connections 
between the different concepts can be realized through field conditions. 
Field conditions 
A field condition is a generic depiction of the theatre of operation and is particularly 
evident in mathematical field theory and 'generative rules of flock behaviour' tl6J . It under-
pins the relationship between object and field, through anticipating change, through a 
loose set of parameters. In the urban environment, this concept is evident in the connec-
tion of open-ended infra structural networks. In architecture, an enquiry into this concept 
would have to include a tactile speculation on: 
the dynamics performance of use; 
new scripting of programme and space; and 
the versatility of schematic networks which merge different element, whilst 
recognizing individuality. 






lnfrastructural organizations operate like artificial environments 
• 
Infrastructure provides the means for 'detailed design' 
This subject however, does not proclaim to be the absolute process-theory to reproduce 
architectural form. The focus here is not distribution defined as arbitrary or methodical, 
but rather as a 'sequence of events'r17J .The opportunities that field conditions present to 
designers are to reconsider: 
conventional associations between figure and ground ;and 
representational notionsrHc.9J between form and abstraction. 
The idea is to provide conditions, from which an effect emerges which brings to call 
systems of organization which enable intensity out of [singular] entities. In order to 
explain how this procedure takes place, I draw on 'moire-effects'rflasnlsJ, which is generated 
by superimposing consistent fields to evaluate concealed tensions. This produces an 
emerging 2 dimensional figure which merges different fields, endorsing the practice of this 
concept in architecture through the possibility of continuous 'surfaces'r191 . As the term 
suggests, the merging of fields occur primarily in the horizontal dimension and suggests 
'thickening and intensification'r2o1 of activity in sequence to the expansive field of the city. 
Ultimately, field conditions entail for architecture to acknowledge change and spontaneity, 
through accommodating the 'uncertainty of the real'r211 rather than a complete dedication 
of certainty. 
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Landscape Urbanism 
'Landscape urbanism'tuJ, as suggested through the ideas of James Corner, aim 
to collapse and reconcile traditional views of landscape and urbanism. The 
propositions on infrastructure and the operation of field conditions, as dis-
cussed earlier have close correlation to the notion of landscape urbanism. 
According to Corner, the contemporary metropolis has no visible sense of order 
and organization, but in this state lays its true potential. Essentially, landscape 
urbanisms consider the emerging contemporary city, as a dense, inhabitable 
mat, composed of accumulated surfaces and sequences, with people as govern-
ing body. However, in response to the failure of conventional planning strate-
gies, landscape urbanism does not offer absolute treatments or rapid repairs, 
but unpacks opportunities to engage with the city critically. It operates through 
these fundamental underpinnings: 
Horizontality, which amplifies opportunity to 'interrelate, move and 
assemble', whilst allowing differences to coexist and proliferate. 
Surface strategies providing consistent fields and versatile sequences of 
organization; 
Propagates the potential of the 'infrastructural catalyst' t23J to produce and 
perform, to liberate future eventualities. 
Urban geographer, David Harvey remarked that the quest for new alternatives 
to organize cities ought to develop from the 'utopia of processes'1241 rather than 
the 'utopia of form' . This signifies a shift from what things look like to how their 
operation could be enhance. In order to strengthen my strategy, I draw on 
through three case study projects and my own design process . 
Julian Varas- Inhabiting the artificial ground 
In this scheme, sequences of pedestrian trajectories were overlaid to construct 
a spine. The spinetnc.1o1 connects places of interest at regular intervals. This is 
then overlaid onto a field of existing infrastructural conduits which generates 
trajectories that are responsive and informative. 
From this, a network of nodes is created. These nodes are then scannedtftt.uJ to 
indicate their visual permeability to the field . This process aims to break 
repetitive nodal linearity by creating a hierarchy of nodes based on their 
connections and scale to the broader public landscape. 
Public surfaces is then 'texturised and diversified' through a triangulation 
process, which indicates proposed built areas and integrates formal attributes 
of the artificial field . This surface fragmentationrflc.uJ crystallises development 
potential and can operate quantitatively and spatially. 
This project in my opinion, illustrates an integrated approach from linear 
sequence to surface and formal attributes. The nodal scanning is a strategy 
which I will employ in my process to construct a more dynamic vertical 
argument. In my most recent concept proposal I lacked a solid underpinning of 
a hierarchy of nodes, height and density differentiation. I wish to insert the 
idea of a modulated surface plane across the new terrain which has emerged 
through artificial field relations. 
The station catalyst, located centrally in my project will radiate a continuous 
30 surface and the notion of folding will be employed to reveal new possibili-
ties. This has the potential, to provide a more ground foundation for engaging 
with the urban fabric beyond the station catalyst. This process also has the 
potential of setting a programmatic stage which can better inform formal trans-
lation, across the site. 
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Fabian Heckler- Emerging public space 
In this scheme, straight object to field linearity was disrupted through 
expanding sections of diversityr~~&.uJ . A movement system based on desire 
lines constructs a network based on primary and tertiary links of broader 
connectivity. Fragmentation, availability, 'use and land value'1261 are obstruc-
tions in the permeation of the urban fabric. However, as these routes expand 
over time, traditional linear amenities erode until maximum permeationrfic.lAJ 
is reached. 
I site this project particularly because maximum permeation is delineated. 
My field conditions process followed similar principles. This project, however 
engages much more rigorously with the emerging terrain. Here, the terrain is 
fragmented along corridors which intensify gradually. In my scenario study, 
which will be explained later, I preserved some obstructions, which led to a 
movement order which was still governed by existing impositions. 
Flow is achieved here through a hierarchy of routesrfii.lSJ. The primary routes 
are intensified and spatially articulated to suggest a pilot phase of develop-
ment and distribution. From these thickened edges, primary links inspire con-
nections to secondary links; and subsequently tertiary links. 
My site however has a more radiating quality, but the principles employed in 
this project illustrate a strategy of shaping a more organic, pedestrian friendly 
urban form. To improve on my most recent conceptual proposal I will investi-
gate maximum permeability, by shaping a hierarchy of movement routes and 
remove all flow obstructions. This also indicates a much deeper comprehen-
sion of customs and practices of the area are required, which could entail me 
spending some time in Khayel itsha among the residence of the area. 
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Roxanne Scorcelli- Urban ExceSS!27J 
This project locates itself at a river edge, where preconditions generated artificial 
determinantsrfll.16l to drive variation in the scheme. These determinants are quan-
tified, then utilized to organize movement conduits, in association too each other 
and by varying parameters of the emerging geometry. From here trajectories is 
dissected to reveal nodes, field relations and edges. 
This allows for the evaluation of the system and indicates the extent of density 
distribution across the new proposed urban fabric. Expressive merger occur 
between structure and movement, by introducing spaces of relief, shared facili-
ties and vertical connections. These elements operate as thresholds at intersect-
ing moments to guide orientation and movement in the scheme. Movement 
conduits are then thickened paired in bundles and organized in sequencestfii.ISJ. 
The aim is through this is to anticipate growth in the formal attributes of 
proposed system. 
This project in my opinion, firstly encompasses the idea of creating more than 
what is currently required, to invest in the fact that conditions will change over 
time. Secondly, the notion of excess, through my deductions suggests that a 
balance ought to be struck between what is appropriate and what is too much. I 
am particularly seduced by the rich organic quality achieved in planrfl •. nJ through 
merging expression. 
The notion of folding is noted through the manner in which movement conduits 
flow and seamlessly overlap. Ribbon sequences of movement opportunities, spill 
into the fabric, to not only speculate its own growth potential, but also reveal the 
reactions of the urban fabric to the catalyst. I will take into my design process, 
the manner in which this project integrates with broader infrastructural networks 
across the site. This could stimulate the attraction value between the station 
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Technology research dissertation 
Chapter2 
Proposition: Stimulating urban renewal; through forging connect1on between architecture and public infra-
structure towards an integral urbanism. 
Merging expressions - Infrastructure as integrated structure; its relationship with 
movement and the opportunities it offers architecture. 
Introduction 
[Forging connections+ mtegrated approach] 
Reconciling objectives of theoretical design dissertation 
Static+ motion - [visualizing traJectories) -optimization 
Methodology 
Station= infrastructural catalyst 
Movement+ peaks :foot counts 
[Live loads+ capacity) :depth & w1dth 
Integrated structural systems & optimizing movement 
Case Study Review 
Global= Napoli station : deductions +technical strategies Norpark 
Local= AHL stations : quantitative+ spatial +structure+ integrated systems 
Global vs. Local = des1gn strategy 
Unpacking des1gn strategies+ illustration through design concept 
Introduction 
Merging expression between architecture and engineering has the ability to 
generate richer stations, both visually and experientially. The merging of expres-
sion notion manifest itself in the proposition as' forging connections' and entails 
an integrated approach of design practices and technology to aspire to a built 
environment that is completely interconnected. This notion has various scales of 
spatial intervention and technological implications. 
Reconciling objectives of theoretical design dissertation 
In my theoretical design dissertation I emphasised the significance of field condi-
tions in architecture as a strategic medium to activate stations as a generator of 
urban growth. The objectives are to: 
Firstly; transcend traditional perceptions of infrastructure and develop an 
understanding of what infrastructure could be, through reconfiguring how it 
functions holistically in the urban landscape. 
Secondly; to translate latent and progressive urban conditions ;through this 
To expose the potential of infrastructure as generator of integrated urban 
growth. 
I wish to advance this argument in this investigation, to analyse how movement 
systems fuse with concourse plane and roof and how structure translate the 
static and motionary. By implication, this suggests that my focus is on integrated 
systems of expression and how it relates to movement.· Architecture, infrastruc-
ture and structure to the naked eye are static constructs, but within its different 
components it seeks an equilibrium which negotiates forces in tension and com-
pression. 
Engineers are able to visualize these force trajectories and make it visible through 
structural optimization to enhance performance as illustrated in structural 
typologies. For architects this offers analytical parameters to understand and 
generate form that performs. From this discussion I intend to adopt and develop 
a design approach which aspires to integrate structural components to optimize 
the experience of movement at stations. 
Methodology 
What makes a station an infrastructural catalyst? This enquiry is vital in establishing a basis 
for this discussion. A station to me is public infrastructure, in which the optimization of 
movement should be the most critical aspect. Movement occurs through the mechanical 
operation of the trains and the manner in which commuters are deposited onto the plat-
forms. Then how commuters are elevated onto concourse level, where choice is offered 
and commuters are absorbed into movement trajectories. These trajectories aim to recon-
cile with pedestrian desire lines to points of attraction, intermodal interchange and safe 
routes home. 
At a station, movement peaks fluctuate between mornings [5-Bam; going to work and 
school]; afternoons [1-3pm], coming from school and evenings [4- Gpm]. The primary 
demographics of the commuters are people going to work and school. Fridays and 
Mondays the higher traffic is expected. These are known fluctuations in the contemporary 
cities and agencies [formal and informal] take full advantage of this potential. 
In structural engineering terms, this means foot counts and fluctuation of live loads. This 
implies the provision of structural attributes such as strength, stiffness and stability to 
facilitate or regulate flow. This can be illustrated through the lateral movement of the 
commuter from street- to-street across the railway tracks and from platform to concourse 
level. The concourse level, aims to be an assembly plane of intersections, which is spa-
tially articulated by geometry, generated through structural optimization. live loads are 
fluctuated mass movement of commuters which is distributed from the centre of critical 
mass across a grid of supports. 
This translates into distances or spans, which in accommodating mass, generates depth. 
Width is generated spatially, by assigning appropriate values by anticipating places of high 
traffic. The greater the span the more its structural depth and similarly, the more people 
traffic, the wider the space ought to be. These values, both width and depth can be 
manipulated through the choice of structural system, but more importantly it provides an 
analytical reference to integrate structural components to allow for ease of movement. 
To achieve and illustrate the intentions mentioned above, I draw on a global 
and local comparative case study review to unpack structural attributes and 
design strategies. I draw on the work of Zaha Hadid through a descriptive 
siting the Napoli station. This project influenced my thinking, however since it 
has been recently proposed, not much technical information is available at 
present. I will however make deductions based on insight and locate techni-
cal strategies through siting the built Norpark alpine stations. 
A shift occurs here from railway to funicular stations; they differ in scale but 
the same design principles are present. Through this I wish to create a global 
comparison through the design process of Hadid from design concept to con-
struction. 
From here, I site local comparison through the work of Jonker+ Barnes archi-
tects, in the redevelopment of Athlone, Heideveld and langa station. The 
reason why I have selected these particular local projects is because it creates 
a dialogue of expression for conditions on the Cape Flats. I have identified 
Khayelitsha station as site of intervention. The selected local projects share 
quantitative, spatial and structural similarities with Khayelitsha station and I 
intend to draw out strategies to generate a dialogue of expression to enhance 
my design approach. 
} 
Iii 
Napoli station - Zaha Hadld 
The concept for this station relates to the trajectories of commuter from street-to-
street and the broadening of the concourse above. Desire lines are translated into 
lucid ribbons which fold and unfold to present an idea of skin that unwraps to form 
the interior tnc.•J of the concourse, which creates logic for continuous surfacing influ-
enced by movement and light. The concourse volume is dedicated and column-free, 
with a glass roof overhead. The structural system employed seem largely 
concealed tnc.lJ, however the plastic attributes of the building is achieved through 
forging connections between structural components and movement. The warping 
roof planetftc.sJ fuses into placid walls, which in turn merges into the concourse plane 
to suggest ideas of an integrated system. Where intervals occur in the flowing 
surface, dynamic voids appear which carves out sections and overlaps which is 
expressed internally and externally. 
My deductions are that structurally, force trajectories are made visible to achieve the 
overall form . Two sets of platforms are visible tnc.6J, which possibly distinct between 
high-speed and regular train traffic. The main vertical supports are located on the 
forecourts tfti.3J at either sides of the railway line and at the centre of the 4 platforms. 
The lateral movement logic dictates that the span across the 6 points of vertical 
support occur through aS-shaped plantfic.2J. From the forecourt approach, its is 
visually anchored into the ground and ascends gradually to the concourse plane. 
Slab and beam depths are manipulated to support cantilevers through, thickening 
and by means of ring beam support which culminates into the concourse plane. O:J 
The insertion of a dedicated movement spine splits the concourse into 2 regions. In order to achieve the plastic attributes of 
these regions materially, my opinion is that reinforced concrete will be used for its moulding capacity. The glass roof insertion 
overhead, sits supported between the regions, to allow for natural light to animate the space as it falls onto the curvaceous interior 
walls. This project, in my opinion, captures the notion of rolling and bundled surfaces and the material possibi lities of obtaining plas-




Hungerburg funicular stations- lnnsbruck 
It is my opinion that similar design principles are present in railway stations and funicular 
station. Railway stations operate mainly horizontally, whilst funicular railways are found at 
mountain inclines pulled by moving cables which counterbalance ascending and descending 
shuttles. Thus, the operational mechanisms differ somewhat, the building typologies operates 
very similarly. The comparison between the typologies also serves to enrich my design process 
through extracting complementing featuresrfic.7J. This draws my attention to the recently com-
pleted Hungerburg Alpine funicular railway line, which stretches 1700 meters over 4 stations, at 
an incline of up to 46%. I site these stations to extract the technical strategies inherent to 
Hadid's work, in sequel to the ideas presented through the Napoli station. 
Congress station 
The first of the four stations is located at a narrow traffic bend, where pedestrian and cycling 
paths overlap, at an altitude of 568 meters at the foot of the Norkette mountain range. An esca-
lator and reinforced concrete staircase draws in pedestrians from either side Ific.lO+ 111 to form a 
rolling plinth of solid concrete. A double-curving, glass membrane canopy arches over the 
concrete plinth. An opening in the canopy brings in natural light to the underground platform 
level. The lifttfic.UJ sits in this volume in a steel and glass shaft. The different movement systems, 
mechanical and fixed sits embedded in the concrete shellrfl •. uJ. There is no obstruction of 
movement and the movement system operate both independently and collectively to animate 
the rolling surface. The building is quite heavy in mass, but structural components are inte-
grated to optimize movement. In the overarching canopyrfic.B+9J, depth is manipulated sculpturally 
to achieve its curvaceous character and structurallyrfic.uJ to channel forces of compression onto 
the concrete plinth without using columns. 
underground platform level plan 
longitudinal section 
Lowenhaus station 
At the second station interval, the station building is located at an altitude of 574 
meters. A concrete plinth ascends 4 meters to platform leveht~t . l9J . The platform level 
is supported by an angled reinforced concrete stairway on the one end, and by 
wedged concrete wall configuration next to the lift shaft on the other end. In 
between these fixed structural points, a slanted wall and beam configuration, assists 
in distributing live loads across an estimated 20 meter span!ffa.24J. 
The wall and beam configuration follows the silhouette slanted staircase, platform 
and lift to form an arch-like opening on ground floor. This configuration!t~t .2oJ, in my 
opinion, act as an optimized shear wall for lateral stability which is generated by off-
setting various depths from the main structural components and a thickening of 
knuckles at intersecting points. The double-curved roof element !fia.zHz2J, spans 
curvaceously over 2 storeys with large cantilevers over the staircase and lift shaft 
w ith 2 fixed structural points, one on the lip of the concrete plinth and the other 
anchored in the ground. 
Out of this project I wish to take into my design process, the manner in which the 
structural components merge with movement mechanisms to optimize visual 
expression. The stairway and lift facilitate the 2 approaches to the station, and 
operates collectively to activate and support the platform plane through structural 
elaboration. 
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The third station, Alpenzoo station is located at an altitude of 667 meters 
on a narrow forest clearing strip with an incline of 46%. The structure sits 
in an excavated piece of land, and comprises of a 24 meter high rein-
forced concrete embankmenttfi&.15J which rises up to a horizontal platform. 
The embankment acts like a load-bearing cavity wall, retaining the exca-
vated earth and distributing live loads vertically to the ground tfi&.t4J. 
Beam members connect the two regions and cavity conditions exist. The 
cavity optimizes the depth and width of the structure and allows it to 
swell and shrink under extreme climatic conditions. The embankment 
houses a steel and glass lift shaft and external staircase in front of the 
structuretfla.t6+t7J. The horizontal concrete viewing platform cantilevers of 
the central support of the embankment and rises up to a stepped 
platform, which follows the trajectory of the railway course. The stepped 
platform is supported by a series of beams at fixed intervals and an addi-
tional slab member at an incline which act as an external skin. The sloped 
slabtffa.t4J distributes the live loads from the beams onto a wedged 
concrete column, which anchors the stepped platform to the ground. 
The double-curving glass rooftfia.t7J uses a similar geometric and structural 
language as the aforementioned stations, and arches over the concrete 
embankment and stepped platform. This project in my opinion illustrates, 
in my opinion how depth and w idth ratios can be modified through a 
sandwich configuration. These configurations exemplify the optimization 
of structure, by reducing the material mass and creating cavities to help 
the building react to extreme climatic conditions.The project also depicts 
how vertical expression can be achieved at narrow site conditionstfil.l3J. 
The building offers strategic suggestions of orientation and viewing. The 
movement sequence up the embankment seems very strenuous if not by 
lift, but is a direct result of the extravagant slope. To apply this model in 
my design process, further consideration would need to be given to ease 
and reconcile vertical movement by staircase for conditions suited to my 
site, Khayelitsa station. 
~ 
cross section 
platform level plan 
Hungerburg station 
Hungerburg station is the final destination on the railway course and sits in an excavated 
concrete shell at an altitude of 857 meters, the highest station in a railway course and 
facilitates an foot count of 1200 people every hour. This station seeks to blend in with 
the natural contours of the Norkette Mountain. The structural components comprise of 
a system of concrete retaining walls which carves out a horizontal planetlft.2SJ. The 
basement floor houses the cable operating systemtH .. 30J. From the horizontal concrete 
plinth, movement toward the station platform occur in a whirlpool-like manner. The 
robust, solid concrete plinth gives rise to sloping [low] concrete walls which follow the 
trajectory of the stepped surfacetlft.26J . 
The movement sequence starts of with 2 offset staircases split by a low wall t~~t .28 + 29J. This 
leads one to a bend and an access control threshold and station platforms which are 2 
sequences of stepped planes. A glass lift is located at the outermost edge of the plat-
forms. The double-curving glass canopy follows a similar structural language as the 
other station. Only here, it is much more structurally expressive and create a double 
arch which butterflies of the platforms and stairwaystlle.27J. The roof canopytffc.30J is verti-
cally supported at 3 points to transfer dead loads to the ground. An additional tensile 
steel member is evident in section and my opinion is that it provides additional suspen-
sion -support to the back edge of the geometry. 
The geometries of the roof canopies at the 4 funicular stations were formed using car 
and boat software modelling technology. Working models at a scale of 1: 50 were used 
to test surface continuity, to achieve the 'shell and shadow' concept. Thermo- formed 
glass were put through rigorous test for stability and durability and the individual 
stations comprise of an estimate 2000 different glass pieces. The glass thickness varies 
between 10 and 12 centimetres because of varnish and coating variations. Each glass 
panel is different, and its measurement and curve had to fit perfectly to form the roof 
shell. The canopy geometry was generated to fit each particular concrete plinth condi-
tions. Glass element was inserted into a high temperature mould in accordance with the 
designer's 3D parameters. After this, a float glass film is attached to the glass pieces to 
the distinct colour. The glass pieces are then bonded onto metal brackets on the outside 
of a steel rib cage. The steel support system comprise of longitudinal and transverse 
elements with diagonal bracing. The external surface of the glass canopy is flush and 
rainwater is collected through concealed gutters. 
-----..J 
OJ 
~ platform ~plan 
Langa Station 
Langa station is located between Langa and Epping Industria, in the northern suburbs 
of the Cape flats. In 2007, Jonker & Barnes architects was mandated to advance the 
buildings capacity, along with Heideveld and Athlone stations. The principle agent, 
Jeffares & Greene and clients, SARCC main objective was to redevelop the stations 
from the existing subway model to a concourse station. According to Census 2002 , at 
Langa station the morning peak [6- 8: 30am] generates a foot count of 30280 people 
in both directions and the evening peak [5- 6pm] generates a foot count of 14570 
people, served by 25 trains. 
Spatially, this was translated a concourse box tflc.32l elevated 6500 mm above ground. 
This connects to a 50 metre long walk, winged by 2 circulation boxes, comprising of 
interrelated rampStffc.33J and stairs. The circulation boxeStlic.nJ, located at the forecourts 
aim to direct density and structure dedicated routes to the station. The 1 :15 ramprfic.36l 
gradient, comprised of a 7500mm length to a SOOmm height ratio, with intervals on 
lSOOmm landings rising up to the first 3000mm. From there the ration adjusted to a 
SOOOmm length to 330mm height ration, with intervals. The ramps rising up to the first 
3000mm was supported by load-bearing brick walls and hardcore infill, the remaining 
ramps were supported by steell-section columns on concrete plinths at the landing 
intervals. The ramps support forms the periphery of the circulation box building 
envelope. 
All the station administration and operation occur at the concoursetfic.37J. To filter in 
natural light a saw tooth roof was proposed, with triangulated steel truss membersrnc.34J. 
My opinion is that this projecttfic.35J illustrates straight forwardly what the main spatial 
components are and spatially division and integration should occur in sequence from 
forecourt to platforms. 
~ longitudinal section 
~ 
~ u 
circulation box plan concourse plan 
Heideveld station 
Heideveld station is located between Heideveld and Gugulethu, and generates a 
morning peak of 15307 commuters and an evening peak of 8502 commuters, 
served by 25 trains, according to Census 2002 estimation . These values were 
inputted into a spatial parameter analysis compiled by Jeffares & Greene engineers 
to extract a design value from which a design concept in collaboration with Jonker 
& Barnes architects was conceived. The Gugelethu forecourt has already been 
incorporated into a urban design scheme by ARG architects comprising of ablution O!J 
facilities, informal trading sheds, vegetation and paved surfaces. It was thus impor-
tant to participate in existing design gestures and create similar conditions on the 
Heideveld forecourt. On both forecourts, very narrow site conditions exist, making 
the integration of movement systems quite compleX[flc.39J. 
Two linear movement systems comprising of 130 meter long ramps and a 10 meter 
wide staircase, fuse into a dedicated sky bridge for street to street acceSS[fic.42J. The 
pedestrian bridge is then layered with station programme to enforce access control 
through 2 openings to the station concourse[fit.«J which leads commuters to the 
platforms. A canopy and tree- like steel column ecology[lic.4oJ was proposed as the 
driving idea to fuse the pedestrian bridge and concourse under an expansive 
canopy. The canopy and concourse level slab are supported by a family of 9 
[comprising of 4 columns each] tree like steel columns, located on the platforms, 
distributing gravitational load onto piled foundations. The concourse slab[flc.41J is a 
Bondek construction, comprising of steel plate girders spaced at 5000mm centres 
with Bobcrete infill panels; a structural concrete topping and wire mesh on top of 
slab. The concourse to platform staircases and lifts are located in the column family 
composites to maximize compression load distribution. 
--..utvf'OIIIIIIQ:IUn ttA"'Of'IIII!CIICt --
longitudinal section 
The canopy proposed, is to be constructed out of a 500mm deep spaces frame. The ramp 
system complies with the configuration outlined at Langa station. This project illus-
trates, in my opinion, the layering of programme [bridge- admin-concourse] to generate 
effective access control. The expansive canopy seeks to unite the different programmatic 
and movement entities through structural articulation. 
~ 
~ 







Athlone station sits in between a dense Athlone CBD and the Sybrand Park 
suburb. Unlike Langa and Heideveld stations, limited land is available for develop-
ment and the existing historical station had to be preserved. This station gener-
ates a morning peak of 3822 commuter and an evening peak of 804 commuters. 
The design conceptrficA6l deviated from the concourse station, with a new adminis-
trative station building proposed on the eastern forecourt with a narrow system 
of ramps rising up 6,5 meters onto a pedestrian bridge. The pedestrian bridge 
spans about 28 meters diagonallyrfia.45J over the railway tracks and platforms and 
ends in a crush space where a lift shaft/ clock tower is located. 
The reason for this, is lntersite [the property management agent of the SARCC] 
had limited land available on the western forecourtrfla.4s+ s1J. A system of ramps 
could not be realized without taking up most of the space and collaboration with 
a private developer secured a lift mechanism in the proposal for street- to street 
access. Unlike the other station, the integrated land-use and development 
provided a better means of vertical circulation. The maintenance and capital of 
the lift is completely mandated to the private developer, which in turn is able to 
take full advantage of the foot count the station generates. The existing station 
building was to be refurbished with new internal spatial planning and link to the 
circulation tower. On the eastern forecourtrfia.4h 50l the station building was to be 
constructed of concrete and masonry, with multi-storey window openings onto 
the street, a 2 meter wide Kliplock and steel roof overhang and distinct horizontal 
mesh fins. A light Kliplock roof on C-channel purl ins floats over the ramps, pedes-
trian bridge and western forecourt tower, supported on verticall-section steel 
members and cross bracing. The clock tower consists of a steel and glass lift shaft 
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The urban condition at Khayelitsha station, is a general depiction of affairs of stations on the 
Cape Flats. The station is located at the point of critical mass in the Khayelitsha CBD and recog-
nized as an urban renewal nodel in the greater Cape metropole. The site boasts with recently 
completed multi-purpose centre, magistrate court and retail mall. A VPUU building and district 
hospital is currently under construction. The spatial experience of the site is characterised by 
under developed land,however a rich and affluent informal trade cluster on the forecourts 
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-+ There is poor acce§S to the 
station on both sides olthe 
raiiWJV 1 ine . 
-+ There is noindependcnc 
pedestrian croS~ing over the 
raii'WQV I ine . 
-+ Eldstinaconcourse owoerrailway 
line lnsliflclent to foroo 
connec~onswith brecourts· an 
interrupted station p-ecinct 
exists. 
A lal'geamoult of the land around 
the station isundewlopedand 
there bre provides very lim lted 
natural survfillance . 
No deinltivupatial defonitions, 
v.toere commuters transfe- onto 
forecou-ts. 
The ran1p~ the primarymeansof 
!l)edal needs facilltitsaccess, is 
compl'om isedin funct ion,due to 
negotiation in U$il.l oa:ur between 
able <XImm utersandinfocmal 
traders. 
Commuters are very 
susceptible to crime , 
pa-ticularlyon: 
-+ Oc:c\lswalkinato, from and 
between tran!I)Ort fac"ties; 
-+ Waiting at board ire points ilnd 
facMities; 
-+ Tr Will ire on board a mode of 
tran!I)Ort. [En-route). 
-+ No 24-1-our surveiMance exist. 
.....,..lch isallW'Ivatedby 
inadequate li;tltillll and unsafe 
routes 
Station si9lase is inadequate; 
consequently passercers 'Milt on 
the station concourse until they see 
the train arrive . 
The station precinct is separated 
from the shoppilll fildlities on the 
eastern brecourt, sianilied by a 
backyacd-ddivery attitude towards 
the stadon 11Yesl1old. 
Build IllS and activitie sa re Isolated 
events in space,publicspaces and 
routes on east-west axis ;re 
interr"'ted . 
Taxi-r ank,bus·stop and lms· 




Opportunities Khayeltsh;o sullon Precinct 
The ....,_loped ..,ell on both 
!Ides of the station provide .n ~~Mal 
OA»>rturitvbr anlntepted 
!laflonprednct developnwnt.ll 
provldn tlw opporturity to 
!lrenl!lhen the connrdlon to 
ICI'aytiUhll CBD. 
The irlormal tr;oders pro,.de a 
necessaryservlce en both sides of 
thestation and shotJd bep..-t d 
the proposed s tatlon delllelopment. 
The apportl.llltyexhls to prciMde • 
ro8d·to-1'08dpede.,l8nbrlclar 
complmenray 10 the 
St81lon dew!loprnent,posllfv In 
plflnershlp wth CoCT 
The P~rldng..-eaopposltestaCion 
on the -st pr.,..des q)portunity 
for inte.vated development wth 
the station . The p;ortcing..-eas and 
minibu< ta<i holdi'l! are a on the 
dlwibution road pro~es 
opporturities br mtAti-purpo5e 
de~~~elq:>ment com~imentaryto the 
station precinct. ThiswotAd 
strenl!lhen the connectionwlth the 
CBOand improw the .,_an safe tv 
of the area. 
., lnes Is mder 
lnwslipllon to introclJce a telaht 
lne, tHs -uld .. clltMe • 
dl!lrlluflon CDmponentto the 
.ration and CBD. 
lnwstigate the oppo-ltl'litv or 
ro,.;ngconnectionsamo'll the 
forecourts. court +home aftliu, 
retail, mo.ltipurpose centre,lib'ay 
and post office. 
ecisting lo'l!-clstance bussenA G! 
edsts on wc:ant Ia nd on the north 
all side of the station. The bus 
and "*'ibus laid stops on the 
dktrllutor road on the -st 
forecourt provide the -rturi tv 
10 !lrens!hen an inter·modal 
lnterchango with the staflon. 
Bus + taxi terminus 
Criminal investigation bu~ding 
PI'Ose 2+3ofmulti·1JUrpose centre 
Service station 
New Re8onal hospital 
VPUUlight box ooldng 
The design process which I followed was initiated with a 
propositional notion. In formulating the proposition ,through 
an architectural discourse I made distinction between my 
interests, making and thinking ideas. The proposition 
[Stimulating urban renewal, through forging connections 
between public infrastructure and architecture towards a new 
urbanism] was shaped through merging initial themes of 
interest. From this basis, I postulated an argument which led 
me to research to investigate compatible design approaches. 
I was conscious that the proposition which I tabled was very 
broad with various scales of interpretation. In seeping an 
architectural mandate, I was inspired by Pare de Ia Villette, by 
Bernard Tschumi and locallyby the VPUU [Violence Prevention 
through urban upgrade] -light boxes in Khayelitsha by 
Jonker & Barnes architects. These projects share similar design 
approaches and spatial attributes which outlined to me, an 
architectural approach to urbanism through a dialogue of 
infrastructure. 
Through following this inclination! I discovered a conceptual 
diagram1 by Winy Maas from MVRDV which roughly encapsu-
lated my line of thinking. My deduction from this concept 
diagram was that of a sequence of gradual urban growth and 
phasing to achieve formal and spatial attributes of the precinct 
precinct. 
The diagram suggests an elasticity or versatility, through which 
connections can be forged with other structuring entities to 
initiate a new urban order and growth speculations. This aided 
me in setting preconditions, in search for a site for intervention. 
Khayelitsha station,an urban renewal node within the greater 
Cape Town metro pole complied with the parameters for a study 
site. 
+ ,. ' 
lr\froshilcfllre as 't( 
enerqfor . 
~. . ...... 
tdcllita\ing an architectural 
approach to urbanism 
stl••loll•• ufbo• ~:~!!~':':!!.::'::::~~~~::'!"::'!-:~rohiiHI•,. 011d 
making ideas / th1- '<ing ideas 
+ 
framing a development strategy for the station 
potticlpotlng in utbon reneUiol 
Introducing a new divers~.--­
of acflvHy at precinct 
-communHy Interface 
and 
anticipatory. It wor~ flm 
nd open to change, always 
evolve within a loose 
envelope of constraints. 
lo11dtco~1 of lnfrCIIIItuclu,. 
Regionally construct a positive urban network in 
order to postulate an argument into a discourse 
of new urbanism. 
---
lnfrolltuclurol utbonl1m 
Investigating the idea of the station- precinct as a 
generic model [public Infrastructure] and the manner 
In which It can be a stimulus for urban renewa l. 
formulating the proposition 
conceptual diagram by Winy Maas 
commuter t rajectories and !J:l 
movement patterns 
sequence of nodes IJ=J 
forglna artiHclal field of ~ 
relations 
a new terrain lJ=J 
emerces 
formal •lnformal movement~ 
systems 
flow is obstructed by~ 
current Impositions 
Buildings and desire lines data was generated through tracing the aerial picture. I 
then overlaid places of attractionStll, formal and informal, with commuter desire 
lines, revealing commuter trajectories and movement patterns. This prompted me 
to elaborate on the movement trajectorieSt2J to form points by forging artificial field 
of relations. What became clear through this was that a more organic movement 
sequence occurs than what the formal movement infrastructure facilitateSt3J. 
And that at intersection points a higher movement and attraction value exists. I 
employed this to produce a sequence of nodeSt4J. In the nodal sequence, the 
station is a central point, out of which other nodes rad iate, to create secondary 
nodes. I then took the perimeter loop of the artificial attraction field and the outer 
loop of the nodal sequence to construct a new terraintsJ which radiate from points 
of critical mass. When I overlaid the new terrain and its field relations with a 
diagram of the existing urban order, it became evident that flow is obstructedt6J by 
current impositions. 
surface and araphic p 
texture definitions 
' ~ 
speculation on density ~ 
and distribution 
This prompted me to shape surface and graphic texture definitions which cutst7J 
through obstructions to optimise flow. This was then fragmented to examine 
development potential. The fragmentationtsl method employed was through 
cutting the terrain along existing major pedestrian corridors. The buildings [retail 
and station] closest to the core would have to be dissected beyond operation, but 
its here which site for intervention lie, at the core of speculating growth. 
I then thickened lineSt9J along main movement routes, abstracted the diagram and 
generated a speculation on density and distribution. The notion of field conditions 
as advocated through the work of Stan Allen deeply influenced the development of 
this narrative .Furthermore, note the shift from new urbanism to integral 
urbanism. The reason for th is shift was because conventional meaning and associa-





The field condition narrative equipped me to venture into a sceriar~ 
studytfi •. 70J. I initiated this process by speculating that only partial ~. ~ 
reconstruction occurs. I then proposed the idea of a station catalyst in 
conjunction with some existing buildings [indicated in white] . I then 
extruded new additions [indicated in light grey] to be proposed. Through 
this process of interpreting figure and ground a hierarchy of public 
spaces was created at intersections of fields. This prompted me to build 
a conceptual modeltft,.69J of the station catalyst, through extruding layers 
of card to explore horizontal surfacing and dedicated movement 
possibilities. 
I further explored this idea through a scenario studw,.nJ, with the aim 
to investigate the idea of a continuous movement plane integrating 
oncourse, platforms and forecourts. In the model I suggested an initial 
movement sequence, spatial organization and the location of primary 
structure. 
..:~ 
speculating that only partial 
reconstruction occurs 
The second scenario study was an exploration in scale, movement pro-
gramme. Here I explored the idea of intergrating the station concourse 
with an auditorium, gym and retail units. The auditorium came about 
through identifying that there is a lack of entertainment+ recreational 
facilities in the Khayelitsha CBD. This could screen movies and facilitate 
large formalgatherings. 
Boxing is one of the most popular sports in Khayelitsha, coupled with 
secondary health and fitness facilities, would make it a vibrant public 
place . The thinking is that commuters have the convenience of a gym 
at the station for use before or after work. 
This scenario study aided me to shift away from the conventional con-
course station approach, due to the poor connections between con-
course, platform and forecourt. The scale ofthis development is also 
quite alarming, considering that buildings in the immediate surrounds 
do not exceed 2 storeys. Programmatically, I decided to stay with the 
auditorium and gym. I also elected to not introduce retail components 
onto the station concourse , but rather to provide trade units and 
ablution facilities on the major footcount routes. 
?· · 
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The urban agenda as depicted in the site development diagram is to 
reinforce the idea of the station as place of critical mass. the thinking 
from here is by optimizing the station and forecourts; growth and 
formal attributes would be generated. 
Futhermore, the diagram indicates the dissection of the retail mall 
along the main desire lines to render the CBD more permeable and 
increase flow. I opted for a "book end" approach towards the 
forecourts to better define these edges. The green areas in the 
diagram indicates possible future edges or inflll, radiating from the 
station in order to achieve the objective of an integrated station 
precinct. However to achieve this phasing rational has to be considered. 
-
The first phase of development is sitemaking. Two new 
platforms is added which extends into the forecourts. This undulat-
ing plinth has a variety off access possibilities 
capturing all major commuter trajectories. The ramps and stairs of 
the existing building whilst the new ramps , stairs and part of the 
skywalk is constructed. 
The trajectory of the new circulation systems follow the main 
pedestrian axis of the CBD and is angled away from the retention 
pond of Ntlazane Road, to allow greater views of Table Mountain 
and offers direct connections to the new VPUU building currently 
under construction and the informal taxi drop+ go on the western 
forecourt. At this stage the existing station concourse building is still 
in use. 
The diagram [ phase 5] below indicates the movement strategy from 
eastern to western forecourt.The massing approach here seeks to 
fragment scale. From the platform one ascends up onto a double 
volume concourse 5 meters above ground. Once on the councourse 
the height drops gradually to a single storey skywalk, as one is 
filtered through the access control point. The height picks up again 
as one descends from the skywalk to the forecourts 
'" 
I 
I western forecourt + c .. 
western forecourt 
~ 
The station buildings on both forecourts 
comprise of: 
- 3 [4) X ticket sale units 8m2 
- station control room 20m2 1!!11!!11!!1 )) 
- supervisors office 12m2 
- senior clerk 10m2 
-toilets [ public +staff+ disabled) 
-storage 
- admin 15m2 
-safe room 7.5m2 
in addition to this traders facilities is provided 
on the western forecourt 
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The second phase comprises of the addition of a station 
building on both forecourts. This creates a platform level con-
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The third phase comprises of completing the new skywalk so movement can 
occur independently from the existing station bridge. In addition to this a 
new staff block is added onto the western ramp wing and the security+ cctv 
component is completed onto the first floor of the west station block.The 
cinema complex comprise of a 125 +225 seater auditoriums and the smme 
business training component is completed on the first floor on the trading 
units. This programmatic component alms to bridge the gap between formal 
and informal traders. •••-
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Phase four comprises of the addition of the gym on the eastern 
forecourt. It comprises of a 12m X 12m, lmeter high boxing ring 
centrally located below a 3 storey volume. The boxing ring is 
supported by warm up and changing rooms+ reception on 
platform level. From here 2 stair wings takes on up a sauna 
facility, secondary rooms for yoga, aerobics and up ~'CiSh!c ;a 
room. At this stage the existing station concourse building can 
be demolished. 
• ••• 
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* eastern forecou 
Phase five is where the station precinct for the scope of this disser-
tation is completed. A new station concourse building spanning 
over all four platforms is completed. At this 
concourse level 4 staircases descend down toward north and lifts 
are provided on all platforms. Once arriving on the concourse, 
default ticket offices and toilets are orientated south. From th~ 
course, commuters are filtered through access control eMf!
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Detail, Review of Facades, Issue 10_2008,Biackwell Publishing 
In concluding this narrative of form and spatial attributes in my 
design process, I draw on two projects by David Chipperfield. I have 
only very recently become aquinted by this architect, but at a 
glance, the manner in which the architect articulates-his struct 
proportions and the play off in material distinction, give me cl 
Articulating an auditorium +structural sequence 
of how my design could resolve itself structur~~lly~a~nd~m~a~tieiria~l~ly~'· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~-~- ~ --i;~-My opinion is that the design process was morpbed-b'f!A 
ideas investigated through the work sited by Za -a; _ 
Jonker + Barnes architects. However, by the f · -es si _-_ _.:;:"'-J. 
approachesandthecomprehensionofftel~~~~- ·-§1 
elitsha station precinct the current state of th 
achieved. With that said, my deductions ar" ,. ,. .... t 
main idea of flow to more tactile elements 
manipulation of solid and void, I will take cognisance of the 
material quality in these two projects towards my final design 
review. 
Figge Centre 
David Chipperfield: recent work, tradition+ invention; Nexus Publishing, UK, 1997 
